Exemptions see it on your QA site

A major portion of the Exemptions project was completed this sprint: **Exemption approvals**. Much like Waivers, Recruit Administrators can now create approval workflows using Search Exemptions as a context. Coming soon: Exemption final authority, which will allow declining exemptions.

Recruitments

When a recruitment offers applicants a long list of specializations, using the applicant lists' specialization filters becomes cumbersome. We have added a **check/uncheck all specializations option** to help search committee members jump into a specific group of applicants and then easily get back to the larger pool.

In addition, we **changed the option None to No specializations** to help set it apart from analyst-entered specializations.

We also continue to make progress in our plan to fully move applicant management to the applicant review page. This sprint we have **added the ability to add, edit, and delete applicant documents to the applicant page**. Coming soon: applicant document replacement.
Waivers

It was brought to our attention in a recent Waivers call that Dean’s Analysts are not being informed when waiver requests are approved or declined. To address this, we changed email notifications so that the approving Dean’s Analyst is copied on all emails when waivers are approved, declined, or have their final decisions reversed. Dean’s Analysts will also be copied on emails regarding the approval of recruitment reports and exemptions.

Bugs ‘n Stuff

- We’ve improved the clickability of the buttons within the Waivers admin tool.